Who are the guys behind Veterans Today?

Are they the real thing, as evidenced by them seducing us with hard-hitting Israel criticism which they use to gain trust in the alternative media? Don't take it too seriously. They certainly don't mean to and ADL and SPLC are laughing all the way to the bank along with them when VT pipe up. Let's look who these guys really are.

A good start would be their web page. Here is their editorial board.

Editorial Board-Staff of VT (Veterans Today)

Of course, it starts with Gordon Duff, USMC from 'Nam, rumored to be a leftover CIA asset since those days. Do we have proof of this rumor? No. Not so far. He is also 'managing director' of Adamus Defense Group in spook nest Zug, Switzerland.

Zug, Switzerland is also home of Crypto AG. Wayne Madsen exposed this CIA operation in 2012 census. What a coincidence that Gordon Duff moved his spooky Adamus Defense Group to the sleepy little Swiss catholic town where NSA and BND collaborator Crypto AG is also HQ'd. Maybe the rent is cheap.

Let's go back and look at their board members again. Next on the list of Duff's board members: "Col. Eugene Khrushchev - Former Soviet/Russian Airbone, Intelligence, PsyOps, First Secretary, Soviet and Russian Embassies, Kabul, Afghanistan, Director of Strategic Planning, Adamus Defense Group, Switzerland" per their text above. Eugene (or Evgeny in Russian which he also uses), grandson of Nikita. Evgeny Khrushchev who sold his soul to Zbig in Soviet Afghanistan? Yes, that one. He is also part of this Adamus Defense Group (or Evgeny in Russian which he also uses), grandson of Nikita. Evgeny Khrushchev who sold his soul to Zbig in Soviet Afghanistan? Yes, that one. He is also part of this Adamus Defense Group in spook nest Zug, Switzerland.

Let's go back and look at their board members again. Next on the list above straight from their web site:

"Lt. General Hamid Gul – Director General ISI (Former Chief of Intelligence Services, Pakistan)". Another Adamus Defense Group man. Ah yes. Hamid the 9/11 man Gul of the missing Pakistani funds. He is on their Adamus Defense Group board right next to Gordon Duff? Interesting. Yep, I bet he helps them find the truth in journalism.

Next on the list of Duff's board members: "Col. Eugene Khrushchev - Former Soviet/Russian Airbone, Intelligence, PsyOps, First Secretary, Soviet and Russian Embassies, Kabul, Afghanistan, Director of Strategic Planning, Adamus Defense Group, Switzerland" per their text above. Eugene (or Evgeny in Russian which he also uses), grandson of Nikita. Evgeny Khrushchev who sold his soul to Zbig in Soviet Afghanistan? Yes, that one. He is also part of this Adamus Defense Group and VT. Sounds very trust-worthy, doesn't it?

Next board member: "Jim W. Dean – Military Order of World Wars, Association for Intelligence Officers, Director of Media Relations, Adamus Defense Group, Switzerland" -- known old right wing disinfo artist.

Next board member: "Gowenlyth Todd - Former Head, White House National Security Council, Middle East Desk, Chief Political Advisor, US Navy 5th Fleet". Claim to fame: Whistleblower on bad terms with Cheney. That sounds like a ruse. Because the rest of VT is so Bush/Cheney-friendly behind the scenes that they melt at their image. Whistleblowing in DC is a career shtick also. I have not read her work to comment but her façade does not look right.

I am not sure if I believe the Washington ComPost anything but they claim that she is a multi-generational spook baby from a long line of elitists - LINK. If any part of the WaPo bio is true, she should be a beautiful fit with Veterans Today.

Next board member: "Leo Wanta – Former National Director of Intelligence under President Reagan and Inspector General, Department of Defense" - per his wiki page, he was a gun-runner for Poppy Bush, friend of Boris Yeltsin and documented economic fraudster. He is known as a disinfo reporter also.
Without going into all, notice the pattern of GOP Reagan GOP Bush GOP Bush and GOP recurring in here?

Again, board member "Mike Harris – Financial Editor, radio host, former GOP Campaign Finance Chairman, Senior Vice President, Adamus Defense Group, Switzerland"...

VT for all its progressively laminated noise sounds like GOP born-again neocon war-loving bedrock. Never mind the ruse of antiwar and anti-Israel noise. They sound like they are quite chummy with the Pentagon, NSA, neocons, Israel and the banker cabal behind the ruse and counter-intel facade of noises they utter, it seems.

I heard that Kevin Barett just might be a good guy but he is a lesser one on the board. Spook outfits do tend to get real talent as cover, so this would be no surprise. Everything else smells like intel and disinfo agents at VT.

Someone from IDF named “Roi Tov” is one of the editors and he has no wiki page. Seriously, who in the Who's Who does not have a wiki page or LinkedIn? It is a sign that they do not want to be known or examined too well by the time they get that far up there, become editors and bureau chiefs and simply do not exist per wiki or LinkedIn. Tell us more about your IDF Rov Toi, Mr. Duff.

And their editor in Palestine is a Kevin O'Keefe. Yes, that sounds like a true Palestinian name who can represent the Palestinian people in the name of USMC where he served…and he tells us on VT that he has Palestinian citizenship also!

Uh, Kenny….what exactly do you mean by Palestinian citizenship? Because it does not exist. Those carpet-bagging folks who built the wall through Palestine make sure it continues not to exist. Why is your bio posted on VT such a fraud? Here it is.

Former Forbes magazine man Benjamin Fulford runs their Japan office. It is near-impossible to get a work visa in Japan. Who set that up for you, Ben? Because somebody has to, if you are an indie writer in Japan for sure because work visas in Japan for indie journos are near impossible to get. Maybe those people at Forbes where you last worked sent you to Japan? Forbes, eh? The establishment strikes again.

Or let’s visit Veterans Today editor of South Africa: Bureau Chief: Baron Ricardo Baretzky (Director General, South African Counter Intelligence Agency and ECIPS/European Center for Information and Policy Security). Baron and Baronesse Baretzky are of a shared proven ancient Davidian blood line which may better put his specialty into perspective – diamonds in South Africa, anyone? Baron Baretzky is very interested in those. With mil intel chatter via his VT gig on the side, of course. Here he is in case you don’t have enough yet.

Since Veterans Today are so prolific, let’s visit their Nigeria office… “Nigeria: Harry Erivona, Director, Adamus Security Group, CEO Hammond and Barkers, London” runs that. He is rather invested with a one-track mind into London bankers upper crust Hammond and Barkers. Way to go, Veterans Today. A little outsourced dedicated Third World banker kabbalah won’t hurt your image one bit because largely, nobody is analyzing these ties outside of this WMR basement…we are taught to consume ‘news’ such as what VT churns out without such magnifying glass scrutiny.

Veterans Today Germany chief is F. William Engdahl. Most people believe in him while I had insiders and researchers tell me long ago that he is a spook. I don’t have specifics but trust my sources. Engdahl showing up on the dirty VT page does not help dispel this rumor at all.

Then there is their Italy chief who also doubles as former Miss Italy who will explain the (BTW, Tavistock invention) of UFO religion and crop circles to you – link above has it all. What all a post-prime Italian actress will do. Good job finding real journos and editors on the journalistic frontier of Italy, VT!

You know what? Veterans Today is the wrong name for them. Spooks Today would fit much better.

Here is a priceless gem…. Gordon Duff admits in an interview that 40% of what he and Veterans Today write is deliberate disinfo and he explains the business formula and rationale in praise of manufacturing disinfo below.
Next, I looked for Adamus Defense Group since they are all hooked up with it. Here is an excerpt from Veterans Today whose board members have woven Adamus into the board of VT. [LINK]

Excerpt: Adamus, among other things, manages a series of organizations that oversee high security databases for national intelligence agencies, law enforcement groups and financial institutions. Several Adamus group companies work in the area we broadly refer to as “disclosure,” managing the integration of “after next-gen” technologies. Among those are energy sectors including a variety of fusion systems, advanced energy weapons and unconventional flight systems. Adamus is privately held, quasi-governmental and operates under the authorities of several treaties and conventions.

That sounds quite compatible with the NSA-tied Crypto AG with whom they are bunking up in the village in Switzerland. I searched US databases for Adamus Defense Group and found – nothing! They do not exist.

I asked our editor and he double-checked and also noticed that this group does not exist as a legitimate corporation on any database in the US. There is no record of any contracts with the government and no paper trail. Only Veterans Today and their self-promotional claims exist.

When I asked him to help me find the missing data, Wayne added that secret contracts between US gov and corporations cannot exist and that the corporation is required to exist as a registered entity. Additionally, in order to have a contract with the US gov, the Swiss-based Adamus Defense Group would have to be incorporated in the US in order to have US contracts and operate in the US as well. But it isn’t. It seems that nobody has challenged Mr. Duff and his VT board on this inconsistency and they continue to get away with it.

Veterans Today a.k.a. Adamus Defense Group (a.k.a. Adamus Group) has many videos on Youtube under Gordon Duff’s channel showing all sorts of operations in the US and Africa involving flying militarized surveillance defense platforms. This is not legally possible to exist in the US in the context Veterans Today portrays this. They may be hiding under another name – if so, what is there to hide? Or this may be the “40% disinfo” Duff himself admits to fabricating daily in the above interview.

Youtubes and articles about Adamus Group’s claims by Gordon Duff: [Many links here]
Gordon Duff is a Marine Vietnam veteran, a combat infantryman, and Senior Editor at Veterans Today. His career has included extensive experience in international banking along with such diverse areas as consulting on counter insurgency, surveillance technologies, intelligence analysis, defense technologies or acting as a UN diplomat and "special consultant."

Duff currently serves on the boards of the Adamus Group, one of the world's largest energy technology firms and of a private financial institution participating in the Federal Reserve Banking group.

His most recent project adapts advanced military technologies to wildlife and land management in cooperation with the UN, USAID and International Wildlife Federation.

It looks like Gordon Duff is even popular with Wolf Blitzer and CNN. One must be very loyal to the zionist state His board is full of spooks. He claims UN and USAID projects via his Adamus Group.

Do we trust a journalist with this background? He sounds like a rebranded cheaper version of Wolf Blitzer with an assignment to smear Israel so they can cry wolf about it and to occupy that anti-Israel niche and attract an audience to get the honor of Blitzer promoting them. Duff claims to be a journalist but his loyalties and bank account are obviously elsewhere and his work seems to be in the outsourced sectors of the spook world.

For all the anti-Israel noise VT makes, they did support the war on Libya. Perhaps Duff’s extensive intelligence network failed and they forgot to notify him that the ‘necessary’ war in Libya was based on disturbances created by CIA? Or perhaps that was him meeting his 40% disinfo quota again.

How is Veterans Today/Adamus Defense Group operating this equipment above without government contracts on the books or even a registered corporate entity in the US? How are they getting mil intel cooperation? Or are the disinfo artists at Veterans Today making it all up, as Duff informs us is routine at VT?

Stars and Stripes mil paper informs of an almost identical project run by Worldwide Aeros – See this. This project is on $3 million and $50 million DARPA grants respectively. This is virtually identical to the blimp project Veterans Today claims to have going on also.

From Veterans Today article here:

Africa: Adamus To Begin Skyship Survey of Wildlife/Climate Change
by Gordon Duff, Senior Editor

Mombasa (WNT) The Adamus Group announces an 18 month project in partnership with governments of Africa, the USAID and the International Wildlife Foundation to operate two Skyships on their first “peaceful” mission.

The advanced LTA (lighter than air) defense platforms have been used in counter-terrorism and drug interdiction efforts in the past.

This is the first application of “blimps,” each supplied with the most powerful sensor arrays ever to have been used for a non-military mission.

The platforms, capable of continent wide missions are equipped with advanced sensor packages, synthetic aperture radar, low light high definition streaming video and “next generation” FLIR (infrared) optics.

Communication is through direct microwave and satellite up-link.
Several television networks have shown an interest in participation as the platform capabilities, previously “military only” technology have, not only the ability to aid in the understanding of wildlife, climate and agricultural development and coastal marine environments but have wide geological and even archaeological capabilities as well.

Project manager James Hanke of Adamus told reporters in Mombasa:

“We thank the US government and Department to of Homeland Security for making available these advanced capabilities. It is our hope, in what we deep a ‘ploughshares’ effort, to provide a bank of data that will inspire a generation of scientists of every discipline.

This project, we predict, will have an immediate impact on securing both wildlife resources and, at the same time, supply a wealth of previously unavailable data to ensure responsible and productive land management and resource development.

In many cases, we begin with a ‘blank slate,’ we have little idea what we will find but, for certain, our ‘after next generation’ imagery and sensor capability will open, not only new vistas for investment but tourism as well.”

The most modern flying surveillance defense platform known to the Pentagon is in the hands of Gordon Duff who is watching hippos mate in Africa with it?? What is wrong with this picture?

Then there is Tom Heneghan who is himself considered to be a disinfo artist - Pot calls kettle black.
He claims that Duff and the Adamus Group boys are involved in sinister NSA work via Adamus Group.

The Veterans Today and Adamus boys themselves are bursting with pride over their alleged ties to USAID, UN, NSA and other sinister groups. With such underpinnings and their own admission that they make up nearly half of their journalistic materials, considering that they are already packaged and sold as alternative press and pushback against MSM disinfo, we have entered the endless layers of illusion dangled before us.

If MSM does not sufficiently disinfo us, Veterans Today will do the job right.

I also found this: SIBEL EDMONDS JOINS VETERANS TODAY

I admit that one made me chuckle. I burnt up a lot of blog space recently explaining why I believe that Sibel is a spook, not a whistleblower. That collection of thoughts is here and here.

Yes, the femme fatale of 9/11 is a beautiful fit with the spooks at Veterans Today/Adamus Group. Maybe if she is a good girl, they will let her fly around Africa in her own surveillance defense platform and another USAID gig like the one she had 20 years ago at Rostropovich Foundation in Russia?

That makes it the third major spook job on record for Sibel – at the tender age of 23, she was project director for Rostropovich-Vishnevskaya Foundation which most definitely has a visible intel background of a dark kind. It also alters her story and makes her fairy tale entry into her FBI job as she tells it pretty much impossible but FBI was her second intel job on record. And now, she hangs out with the dirty old spooks at Veterans Today. Sibel just loves big sinister under the radar spook operations. Or maybe she just did not know all of the above when she joined them…

Welcome to Veterans Today, Sibel! Make yourself comfortable. You fit right in.
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Hausfrau,
That is EXCELLENT research.

I always wondered why a certain someone there at VT was pushing the hologram idea regarding the planes on 9/11.

I also always wondered why the likes of Esther Howes were allowed to remain in the Facebook loop after they were basically shown to be proven liars and agitators. What was it that I was told about Esther Howes? Oh yes, I remember now. I was told that she was just a mixed up or confused old lady. Hmmmm...a mixed up or confused old lady who's talking points matched White House agenda (as you so skillfully pointed out to me, Hausfrau)...a confused old lady who began shilling for gun control...a confused old lady who has gone behind the scene and lied about people like me supposedly calling her on the phone just to hang up...a confused old lady who acts as Judyth Baker's gatekeeper. How very interesting indeed.

Excellent work, Hausfrau!

---

Sil
Hilarious commentary, Pasquale. To those who do not know what this means - where do we begin?

Pasquale has been doing years of detailed JFK and 9/11 research and is finding what I am finding - the true investigation is hogged by gatekeepers with famous names who are sitting there, being beloved by all, and preventing real investigation by the distractions they create. Poor Esther mentioned above is merely one of the gatekeepers along the way. The big ones on top who are directing this pesky agent Esther who is helping the gatekeepers circle the wagons are the worse problem. Start at the top of who is claiming the topics and do not take their word for it as Pasquale says, but examine for yourself.

One of the board members at Veterans Today is a very active gatekeeper of all things 9/11 and JFK. Hell, not just one of them, all of them are spooks and gatekeepers but for now, we are focusing on one of the guys on the VT board disinfoing the hell out of the 9/11 and JFK topics both.

He is protected by his own widely beloved name as are others. Pasquale has obviously arrived at the same conclusions as I have because he digs deep and looks beyond what the appointed masticators pre-chewing the cud for us on any topic are saying.

I knew VT are bad agents all along but the more I dig, the worse it gets. Impressive that Pasquale has spotted them in his midst of JFK and 9/11 circles as I have also - I do not know JFK and 9/11 nearly as well as Pasquale does but am arriving at the same conclusions when examining the same agents in the field on other activities....

---

Ron Orovitz
Pasquale DiFabrizio said

I know who you're talking about (are we not supposed to speak his name?)... The one thing I couldn't get behind with his 9/11 research was "no planes" and "video fakery". I had the opportunity in person to make the obvious point, from one philosopher to another, that you cannot extract a universal from an existential; that is, the perpetrators could fake a video or twelve, but
Ron Orovitz

"...The one thing I couldn't get behind with his 9/11 research was "no planes" and "video fakery". I had the opportunity in person to make the obvious point, from one philosopher to another, that you cannot extract a universal from an existential; that is, the perpetrators could fake a video or twelve, but they could never have the confidence of faking every video of the event what with NYC being a most camera saturated locale...

Ron, I too definitely think the hologram idea is nonsense. What you have to understand about the video fakery/fake-planes idea is that there is only about a handful (about 5 or so) actual videos of the planes hitting the towers. Most of the news video is from these videos. The trajectories of what is supposed to be the same plane (talking about the second plane that hit the south tower) simply don't match up. This is exactly what I told Jim Fetzer on his podcast. Why is video showing the second plane coming in straight across the skyline to hit the south tower (called the Moussaoui shot) when another one is coming in at an angle, while a third shows the plane dive bombing in from above to suddenly level out and hit the tower?

Also, the physics just don't make sense either. Commercial planes break up when they hit water too hard. Hence the kudos given to the captain of that one commercial jet that had to be landed on the Hudson River. He was given kudos because he landed the plane so gently that it stayed intact and nobody got hurt. In the case of 9/11, the planes are depicted as entering steel and concrete without even the wings snapping off and no deceleration. What you should have seen was a plane crashing into a building.

I'll put it to you another way in the hopes that you'll grasp the concept.

There's the concept in physics about equal and opposite reactions. If I press on a wall with my hand using 10 pounds of force, my hand is also experiencing 10 pounds of force being applied to it. The same goes for 9/11. Imagine taking a stationary commercial plane and then throwing a steel and concrete building at it. Would the plane penetrate the building or be smashed? It would be smashed. What you mainly should notice about the handful of "live" videos of the second plane hitting the south tower is that they simply do not support each other at all even though they are supposed to be showing the same event.

Guest

This is for sure a shill-troll-Zionist site. for starters jim fetzer has done more in history than anyone to expose the JFK murder as an inside job by our government with poppy bush in charge and the sandy hook false flag and has proven the holocaust was mostly a lie to empower the Zionists and proved the biggest lie of all, they are semitic. they are of kazarian blood and are anti-Semitic as they slaughter the true semitic peoples the Palestinians. the zio's are a Rothschild owned criminal org, and satanic and part of the Illuminati, freemasons, Vatican which hold satanic child sacrificing rituals. this has been proven. you and your readers must be dumbed down, brain washed or blind, deaf, stupid or worse if you cannot read the vt articles and see them ripping away the lies and falsehoods of the main stream media and many many others news agencies. and yes vt is helping, slowly, the alien issue. lets be truthful shall we. they are hear and have for awhile. the dracconians, reptilitians, tall whites, anunnaki and others. most have a sinister agenda. they have enslaved the elite and all of humanity is next, how much damn proof do you need. oh yes a spaceship to land on the white house lawn. thank god for veteranstoday for if not humanity would be living in the stone age enslaved. yellow journalism does not suit you. wake up and help against this evil taking over planet earth.
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Baretzky are of a shared proven ancient Davidian blood line which may better put his specialty into perspective – diamonds in South Africa, anyone? Baron Baretzky is very interested in those. With mil intel chatter via his VT gig on the side, of course. Here he is in case you don’t have enough yet.

"...

Guest  Mr. Baretzky is well respected among many and law-enforcement. Shame on you Mr Wayne Madsen. Shame on YOU!

I tried googling "International Wildlife Federation" and came up empty handed. There were lots of similar names but none identical. My impression of Gordon Duff is that he doesn't know anything about African wildlife conservation. I think of Jim Deane as a kind of steady hand at the tiller but Gordon is all over the map. He has re-written more than 11 biographies about himself, more than the coat of many colors that a chamelon uses, to disguise himself. If the organization has a spine made of something other than jello I think its Colonel Henkey Panky who stays in the shadows. Gordon claims to be a 100 % disabled vet. To me that means he is either 1) paralysed from the neck down which means he can't type or 2) paralysed from the neck up which means he can't string a sentence together, and yet he does both, so he is an enigma wrapped in a puzzle and packaged in B.S. I am sure that is all intentional.

addenda,

VT 1) first strokes, 2) gobbels up and then 3) spits out so many nut case writers that I think they are just trying to build viewership by pinching other people's followers, and then having done this, discard them and look for new nutter cannon fodder. Preston James and his Dracos should beware because minor VT writers are clearly sitting in an ejection seat.

I guess that if they can build enough readership maybe they can qualify for sex tourism ads from Thailand and the Ukraine.

On a positive note there is no doubt whatsoever that Gordon Duff has alot of combat experience. After all he lives in Toledo and visits Detroit. That makes a hosted mid east freebee a piece of cake.

I thought VT did a really great hard news story, the best in years, naming the people behind 9/11 including Edgar Bronfman, heir to the Sammy Bronfman organized crime fortune, but maybe I was being led down the garden path. Edgar has alot of money and could sue VTs ass off if it wasn't true unless - he agreed to letting them use his name. The Bronfman's are allegedly also linked to Alex Jones through a legal firm. Maybe VT and Alex Jones are two horns of the same bullcrap trying to control the narrative. I look on Jones as simply a money grabbing carny barker along the lines of other southern snake oil salesmen like Elmer Gantry and Jimmy Swaggart.

Call me a flat earthist if you will but Duff's story about Chinese/alien co-operation off the coast of California; and Preston Jame's (from an alleged big ten mid-western university - likey Cowflap U in Nebraska)stories about 18-foot-tall, slick talking, man-eating Dracos living in caves under the western desert, and emerging from time to pick up and impregnate bar tarts in places like Los Angeles, where the girls are not fussy, leaves me a little cold.

Maybe VT is just a bunch of down at the heels ex-spooks trying to generate enough viewership to sell a few ads, and get some freebee travel trips to the middle east. The guy who does the false flag stuff, seems to live in an attic, and Gordon Duff's seems desperate to get Hillary Clinton elected, which may mean a Republican government would disrupt VT's and Adamus's cash flow.
At least you get the Syrian and Iranian POV at VT which you can’t get anywhere else. Both the false flag guy and Preston James are always bitching about all the teaching millions they lost taking their respective stands which we are led to believe cost them cushy jobs at universities.

I have too, discovered the unknowns unknowns about the "Editorial Click" who run the VETERANS TODAY multi-mode website, that you have commented about here-upon.

For example I read with some concern the VETERANS TODAY headlined story authored by Mr G Duff, on the 30th of January 2016 that a Turkish NATO-allocated airframe had shot down a Russian SU 34 fighter-bomber for flying over that Nation, even though the Russian airframe was reported to have crashed in the Syrian Arab Republic?

Foremost in my mind in trying to weigh-up this story scoop was the similar story widely reported that...

P.S. What caused my immediate query on the claim by Mr Duff; that the Turks had shot down a Russian plane, was the earlier statement that Russia was operating in Syria a much vaunted semi-global radar and missile interceptor system that would have been capable of not only 'seeing the Turkish attack plane', but also, as well as advising the onboard Russian piloted airframe before, before it could launch destructive missile against the invading Turkish plane?

I was only asking as no other news organisation has carried this story??